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Abstract 

The negotiation process of the Service Level Agreement (SLA) in cloud environment is 

an interaction process of access control rules and credentials. Due to the mass of 

credentials in cloud environment, the negotiation efficiency is not high. To address the 

problem, this paper proposes an Automated Trust Negotiation (ATN) model based on 

Colored Petri Net (CPN), which exists a legitimate occurrence sequence and a reachable 

state space graph. A Minimal Credential Path Searching (MCPS) algorithm is proposed 

to find a minimum credential disclosure set in the reachable marking graph. The results 

show that the algorithm can effectively improve the negotiation efficiency. 

 

Keywords: Cloud Computing, Service Level Agreement, Automated Trust Negotiation, 

Credential set, Colored Petri Net 

 

1. Introduction 

In cloud environment, the Cloud Service Consumer (CSC) can use resources elastically 

on their demand and Pay-Per-Use or Pay-As-You-Go; the ATN method [1-3] on SLA 

provides a new access control way to respond the dynamic resource request by requesting 

and disclosing digital certificates gradually between the Cloud Service Providers (CSP) 

and the CSC, finally to establish the mutual trust relationship. However, in the process of 

the actual SLA negotiation in cloud environment, each cloud service resources' 

acquisition requires mass of attribute credential to disclose, the complex access control 

rules and the large number of negotiation handshakes, which make the negotiation 

efficiency not high during the ATN process. Therefore, it is necessary to study the 

minimum disclosure credential set to control the ATN process on SLA in cloud 

environment, which reduces unnecessary credentials to disclose and improve the 

negotiation efficiency. 

With the advantages of graphic intuitionism and understandability, the CPN [4] is an 

effective formal modeling and analysis tool to generate a secure and credible credential 

disclosure set on SLA in cloud environment. Especially for a complicated model with a 

large amount of data, the ATN strategies can be expressed in disjunctive normal form in 

the CPN, which can simplify greatly in cloud environment. In this paper, places represent 

credentials between two negotiation parties, and transitions represent the clause of access 

control policies. 

The essence of ATN is that two strange negotiation parties exchange a series of 

credentials to establish trust relationship. In fact, the process of ATN is to search a 

credential disclosure sequence between the resource provider and resource requester in 

distributed network [5]. To improve the attributes security of user's identity during trust 

negotiation, Federica Paci [6] puts forward a minimum certificate sequence method that 

two parties only need to exchange the necessary property credentials. 

In this paper, we provide an ATN example on SLA in cloud environment, build a 

CPN-based model in terms of the example, and analyze the CPN-based model according 

to legitimate credential sequences, which make resource request reachable. A reachable 
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state space graph can be mapped from the CPN model, and an algorithm for searching 

minimum credential disclosure set is put forward On the basis of the reachable graph. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 introduces the related research on ATN in 

cloud environment. Section 2 proposes architecture of ATN on SLA in cloud environment 

and describes the function of each component briefly. Section 3 gives a concrete ATN 

example on SLA in cloud environment, and presents access control strategies between 

CSC and CSP according to the example. Section 4 mainly describes the CPN model and 

the reachable state space graph according to the example. Then, Section 5 puts forward an 

algorithm for searching the minimum credential disclosure set and analyzes this algorithm, 

and the simulation results show that the algorithm can effectively improve the negotiation 

efficiency. Finally, Section 6 concludes the work. 

 

2. Architecture of ATN on SLA in Cloud Environment 

In cloud environment, it is dynamic for the CSC to use cloud resources, so the CSP 

needs a standard SLA document to manage cloud resources with the CSC. An SLA 

document can provide the CSC with different service levels, so the CSC and the CSP 

need negotiate for generating the SLA successfully before the CSP provide cloud 

resources and services for the CSC in terms of the SLA. During the process of trust 

negotiation, the two negotiation sides disclose credentials and access control policies 

gradually to establish trust relationship. This section describes the architecture of ATN on 

SLA and the function of each component during the process of trust negotiation. The 

proposed architecture of ATN on SLA is shown in Figure 1, which mainly includes three 

components: the SLA document, cloud resources, and the ATN module. 

The SLA document contains many negotiation clauses, which mainly include service 

level, service pricing, QoS indicator and monitor management, etc. The CSC can start 

trust negotiation in terms of different cloud service level, which is corresponding to 

different service pricing and QoS indicator. After successful negotiation, the CSP will 

deploy cloud services and provides the cloud resources to the CSC according to the SLA 

document. 

The CSP own cloud resources and provides cloud services by broadcasting their 

service type and service content to the CSC via resource catalogs. Currently, cloud 

services are divided into three categories [7], namely Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), 

Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS). 

The ATN module mainly includes access control policies, credentials, negotiation 

strategies and negotiation protocol. Credential and access control policies have played an 

important role in protecting sensitive information together. Both negotiation sides who 

process credentials can access certain resources by the disclosure of the credentials. In 

order to guarantee successful ATN on SLA, confidence interval is introduced to choose 

the most credible credential to establish trust relationship [8]. Only when trust values of 

the credentials fall into the corresponding confidence interval, the credential can disclose. 

Credentials usually contain some sensitive information, such as the ID of cloud service 

application, the resource type and access control policies, trust value and various control 

parameters. Both negotiation sides hope to disclose as little information as possible to 

reach an SLA contract for cloud service. Negotiation strategy decides how to release 

certificates and access control policies [9-11]. This paper adopts the cautious negotiation 

strategy, namely the negotiation side provide the relevant credential only when the access 

control policy request the certain credential. In order to improve the negotiation efficiency, 

it's necessary to find a set of minimum credentials. The negotiation protocol is responsible 

for negotiation sequences of both sides on the basis of negotiation strategy. 
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Figure 1. The Architecture of ATN on SLA in Cloud Environment 

3. Access Control Policies on SLA in Cloud Environment 

The access control policy on SLA in the paper uses disjunctive normal 

formula,
1 2

...
k

R D D D    ,
1 2

...
i m

D C C C    , i k .
i

C represents the credentials that 

both negotiation sides need disclose.  

In this paper, we give a example, and the scene is as follows. A regular CSC wants to 

rent a online management software in the cloud, and the CSP provides a discount 

( )( iDiscount )to the regular CSC or those who rent the cloud service (execution time T) for 

more than 3 years. In order to protect their own interests, it is necessary to carry out an 

ATN to make a SLA document before renting this service. The CSC as a resource 

requestor starts the SLA-based trust negotiation process. In order to avoid being deceived 

and improving safety, first of all, both negotiation sides need disclose their identity 

information. The CSP need disclose the certificate of the relevant permits (CSP.c), and 

the CSC need disclose the registered certificate (User.ID and password) and propose the 

service parameters about this management software such as reliability( R el(i).level ), 

availability ( leveliAv ).( ),and service time(T) to get a services discount. According to the 

architecture of figure 1, the cloud service in the example belongs to the application of 

SaaS, then the SLA trust negotiation between both sides mainly focus on the following 

aspects: 

(1) Safety of the CSC and the CSP. Before negotiating service parameters, both sides 

need verify the authorization of the service and permission, such as the IDUser .  and 

Password .    

(2) The service pricing. The budget of the cloud service is calculated as certain 

principles, such as discount, service level (level) and service execution time T. 

(3) Credibility of cloud resources. The credibility of the service properties can be 

divided into three levels: trust, unknown and distrust. The CSC chooses the service level 

they want, and the credibility is evaluated by the overall trust value in a period of time. 
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(4) Reliability of cloud resources, such as availability, reliability, and mean time to 

restoration (MTTR). 

Figure 2 is access control policies for the CSC and the CSP according to above 

example. 
     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Access Control Policies for the CSC and the CSP 

4. The CPN Model for ATN on SLA in Cloud Environment 
 

4.1. Mapping from Access Control Policies to the CPN Graph 

When a CPN graph is mapped to access control policies, places represent the limited 

access resources or credentials, and transitions represent the disclosure of credentials, 

which is a clause of access control policies. With Boolean operation expression, the 

logical relationship between places and transitions is defined as follows: 

(1) The flow relationship from transitions to places is denoted as :
1 2

...
k

R D D D    ; 

(2) The flow relationship from places to transitions is denoted as:
1 2

...
i m

D C C C    ; 

(3) The initial unprotected credential is expressed as:
i

C T ru e . 

Figure 3 shows the mapping from access control policies to the CPN graph with the 

CPN tool [12], and ( ) { , }
S C

C p C C denotes the color set of credentials from both 

negotiation sides. 
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Figure 3. Mapping from Access Control Policies to the CPN Graph 

}),(),(,),(),(,,.{ TiMTTRiDiscountRiAViRELBccCSPC
S
 is a credential set for service 

level i. Bc denotes the color set of different service levels' budget to the CSC. The CSC 

should meet the demand of service budget in order to access a certain level of cloud 

service. The place R represents the color set which shows the trust level of cloud resources. 

The initial trust level can be obtained directly by broadcasting. T denotes the color set of 

the execution time. 

}).(,).(,).(,).(,).(,,.{ levelitleveliMttrleveliRelleveliAvpriceiNPasswordIDUserC
C
 corresponds to 

the credential set which the CSC need disclose to access the cloud service i in the process 

of negotiation, such as ID verification( .U s e r ID , P a s s w o r d ),  signed service price 

certificate( ( ).N i p rice ), and the service level i of availability( ( ).A v i leve l ), 

reliability( R e l .le v e l ), mean time to restoration( leveliMttr ).( ), execution time( ( ).t i level )  

and discount ( ( )D isco u n t i ). Of which, leveliMttr ).(  denotes the color combination of mean 

time to restoration, and the credential accession  is not restricted. 

( ) { ( , )}C U tility n i is an application function, which represents a threshold function or 

a Boolean expression to decide whether disclosing the access control policy during the 

trust negotiation. The application function can make the place changed and transfer 

negotiation to the next credential, only when the trust value of the certificate meets the 
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demand of confidence interval. The application function varies with different negotiators, 

and the negotiated information is ( ) ( )
S C

C C C t C U tility   .  

 

4.2. Reachability Analysis of the CPN Model 

In order to find a credential disclosure set for accessing the requested cloud resources, 

it is necessary to analyze the above CPN model. Due to the boundedness of the CPN, 

there exists one or more legitimate reachable sequences  . If a sequence from the initial 

marks 
0

M to the end marks 
F

M exists, that is   
0

MM
F

, and the sequence is 

reachable.  

In Figure 4, all states and changes can be seen from a reachable marking graph. There 

are 3375 nodes in the state space mapping from the CPN model, so Figure 4 is only a part 

of reachable marking graph from the above CPN model. Each node represents a reachable 

marking, and each arc represents the occurrence of a binding element from source node to 

destination node. The reachable marking graph records all changes of places and 

transitions in the CPN model, and expresses the logical relationship among various 

events. Each node's information about the number of subsequent nodes and the precursor 

nodes is given in the graph, such as the "1" node "0:10" denotes it has 10 subsequent 

nodes and no precursor node. When negotiation process starts, the enabled marking place 

makes a transition, while other places are in waiting state. If an arc function meets the 

requirements of a transition, then the place marking conveys to the other place. The 

reachable marking graph in Figure 4 demonstrates the feasibility of the CPN model.  

 

     

Figure 4. Part of Reachable Marking Graph from the CPN Model 

5.  The Algorithm for Minimum Credential Disclosure Set 
 

5.1. The Minimal Credential Path Searching Algorithm  

In the process of actual trust negotiation on SLA in cloud environment, each 

acquisition for cloud service requires disclosure of many attribute credentials to the other 

party. Both negotiations sides wish to disclose as little information as possible to achieve 

successful trust negotiation on SLA in cloud environment, including some sensitive 
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information or unnecessary credentials. In an example like the one illustrated above, there 

are 14850 arcs and 3375 nodes. The more nodes, the more complicated CPN model, so it 

is necessary to find the shortest path to reach the target node service (i) that is to find a 

minimal credential disclosure set. The following is the pseudo code of the Minimal 

Credential Path Searching (MCPS) algorithm for minimum credential disclosure set: 

Table 1. The Minimal Credential Path Searching (MCPS) Algorithm 

Algorithm 1: The Minimal Credential Path Searching Algorithm 

;};{  CLOSEDSOPEN  

(! ) {w h ile O P E N  

      _ _ ( ) ;n g e t m in e v a lu a tio n O P E N  

      ))(( iServicenif           //Service(i) is the target node 

            ;break  

      ( )fo r ea ch ch ild u fro m n { 

            ( );g u eva lu a te u   

            ( )if u O P E N { 

                   _ ( ) ;fo c a lc u la te e v a lu a tio n O P E N  

                    ( )if g u fo  { 

                            . ;u p a ren t n  

                           _ ( ) ;fo u p d a te e v a lu a tio n O P E N  

                     } 

             } 

            ( )else if u C L O S E D  

                  ;co n tin u e  

            e lse  {               // & &u O P E N u C L O S E D   

                   . ;u p a ren t n  

                  { } ;O P E N O P E N u  

             } 

      } 
     { } ;C L O S E D C L O S E D n  

     _ ( ) ;s o r t e v a lu a tio n O P E N  

     _ ( ) ;m in _ p a th u p d a te p a th O P E N    

     _ ( ) ;m in _ d is t u p d a te d is ta n c e O P E N  

} 

 

The MPCS algorithm in this paper is on the basis of the heuristic searching algorithm 

A*, which is used to find optimal path. A successful SLA negotiation needs kinds of 

service quality property and identity information to establish trust relationship for cloud 

service. As many credentials exist in the process of SLA negotiation in cloud environment, 

credentials will be mapped into the CPN model as many nodes.  The MCPS algorithm 

evaluates nodes which need to be extended, and chooses the best node; then continues to 

extend the node, until to find the target node service (i). In the process of trust negotiation 

in cloud environment, many credentials need to be classified to reduce the state space and 

improve the efficiency.  In fact, classification is a clustering problem [13-14], so this paper 

also  carries on the cluster analysis for states of nodes. 

According to the characteristic 
i

X  of each node in state space graph, the initial samples 

are builded. The original data matrix has n  samples and m dimensions, and the matrix 

form is as shown in Formula (1): 
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                                                                  (1) 

    Formula (2) is the standardization of standard deviation result from Formula (1). 
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Calculating the similarity 
ij

r  between the sample i  and the sample 

j , and constructing the fuzzy similarity matrix R , 
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 In Formula (3), c  is a proper selective parameter, and the matrix R is a symmetric 

matrix. We can judge whether an unclassified node belongs to the i th node by means of 

the following function, 














ij

ij

ij r

r
x

,1

,0
                                                                    (4) 

,in which 
i

  is the neighbor threshold. So, when traversing the graph, the known i th  

classification threshold 
i

  satisfies nxI

n

i

ij
/)(

1




 . If 
i

I  , the node belongs to the 

category. 

 

5.2. Simulation Results and Analysis 

In order to verify the validity and reliability of the Minimal Credential Path 

Searching algorithm, we conduct simulation test according to the above example. 

There exist 15 kinds of credentials in the example, so the trusted nodes and the 

negotiation goal (Service (i)) can classify 15 categories. According to the algorithm, first 

of all, 3600 nodes are generated randomly, then a similarity matrix is created, and 

different categories represent different attributes of trusted nodes, such as reliability, cost 

budget, etc.  

In Figure 5, it is about 15 kinds of trusted nodes' classification diagram, trusted nodes' 

value falls into different confidence interval after normalization of the trust value, it is 

convenient for the CSC to search directly from a class to choose a eligible trusted node 

and turn into the next class of trusted nodes quickly. 
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Figure 5. Trusted Nodes Classification Diagram based on the MCPS 
Algorithm 

With the increasing of nodes, the arc number and interaction of nodes become more 

complicated, and classification time raises sharply, thus classification needs in a large 

number of nodes condition when traversing nodes. We increase the number of nodes 

gradually and record the elapse time that different number of nodes to be classified. The 

simulation result is shown in Figure 6. From the simulation result, we can see that with 

the increase of trusted nodes, the classification time increases when using the MCPS 

algorithm to traversal all trusted nodes. When the number of the nodes is small (<600), 

the classification time is short, and the classification time rises observably when trust 

nodes become large gradually. 
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Figure 6. Relationship Diagram between the Number of Nodes and Time 
Consumption 
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With the increase of trusted nodes, the shortest distance both grow when using the 

MCPS algorithm with classification and the BFS [15] algorithm with no classification. 

The MPCS algorithm for searching the shortest distance is less than the latter. Figure 7 

shows comparison between the MCPS algorithm and the BFS algorithm in shortest 

distance.In Figure 7, the shortest distance equals to the shortest path to service (i) that 

means the least credential exchange. In cloud environment, on the same condition of the 

same number of nodes, the length of shortest path generated by the MCPS algorithm is 

less than that by the BFS algorithm. 
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Figure 7. Comparison between the MCPS Algorithm and the BFS Algorithm 
in Shortest Distance 

6. Conclusions 

This paper we propose a CPN-based trust negotiation model on SLA in cloud 

environment. In the CPN model, a credential is regarded as a trusted node, and the 

credential with a trust value falling into confidence interval determines the corresponding 

service level. In cloud environment, there are a large number of credentials need to be 

exchanged, which make the trust negotiation efficiency not high. Therefore, we need 

simplify the complex model and disclose the minimum credentials. The reachable 

marking graph is the main measure for qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis in the 

CPN model, which is also the foundation of related properties analysis. A Minimal 

Credential Path Searching algorithm is proposed to find a minimum credential disclosure 

set in the reachable graph. The results show that the algorithm can effectively improve the 

negotiation efficiency. In the future, we will make a further extension for the proposed 

architecture of this paper, and build the layered CPN model on SLA, that adapts to the 

complex cloud environment better. 
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